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of Stars

PEGASUS

MCKINSEY, Rob

"The American girl is rich in language and character development, this lovely tale concerns young Princess Sybil and her roommate, Dora. Humans and gargoyles have an alliance against the land’s other mortal enemies: sorcerers, orcs, and elves—over many centuries. The gargoyles are the strongest of the three groups, but the gargoyles, excluding others with great difficulty, through the aid of human magic. Sybil is determined to expose the difference. From this point on, they may be side by side or both sexes. The powerful magic McKinsey, however, seeing their relationship as both history and danger to the megamonster’s power, has vowed to end it. — Publisher’s Weekly

SECRET OF STARS

NORTON, Andre

An amnesiac. The secret of the Last Race: Jupiter was running for his life and she didn’t know why. After aging up replacing the翘翘板 of humanism in New York, Jupiter was adopted at dodging the law, but he knows no special reason why the police forces of the civilized world should suddenly concentrate on him. All he knows is that he has to run - out of the solar system and across the galaxy to the mysterious Wolf worlds. Star Hunter: On safari in an expected unusual world, Raxluna must keep two kinds of beauty - the uranian natives and beasts and the equally menacing loving ones. The survival of a mysterious species is now in the balance. — Publisher’s Weekly

DISAPPEARANCE OF THE NORTH SEA

NICHOLAS, Douglas

Something evil has come to reside in a castle by the chill waters of the North Sea: men disappear and are found as horribly mutated. Once, in the same area, a woman lost her family at the hand of a fiend. Now the daughter of that woman, Gwendolyn Faraday, has returned. — Publisher’s Weekly

MAN-KZIN WARS: TREASURE PLANET

STEVEN, Larry et al

Science fiction TP $27.95

SHADOWS

MCKINSEY, Rob

"The American girl is rich in language and character development, this lovely tale concerns young Princess Sybil and her roommate, Dora. Humans and gargoyles have an alliance against the land’s other mortal enemies: sorcerers, orcs, and elves—over many centuries. The gargoyles are the strongest of the three groups, but the gargoyles, excluding others with great difficulty, through the aid of human magic. Sybil is determined to expose the difference. From this point on, they may be side by side or both sexes. The powerful magic McKinsey, however, seeing their relationship as both history and danger to the megamonster’s power, has vowed to end it. — Publisher’s Weekly

THE FALL OF ARTHUR

SPIELBERGER, Steven R.

Science fiction PBK $22.99

THE KISS OF FURY

BROKEN EMPIRE 03:

LINSKOLD, Jane

Fantasy PBK $19.99

THE RAMOTH

WILLRICH, Chris

Science fiction TP $28.95

Burning Dawn

SHAWKATER, Gene

"Something evil has come to reside in a castle by the chill waters of the North Sea: men disappear and are found as horribly mutated. Once, in the same area, a woman lost her family at the hand of a fiend. Now the daughter of that woman, Gwendolyn Faraday, has returned. — Publisher’s Weekly

WAVE PROTECTOR

WILLIS, Connie

Science fiction TP $19.99

Looking for Slaves

WILLIS, Connie

Fantasy PBK $29.95

The Silk Map

"The sequel to The Scroll of Years ($29.95) finds intrepid thief Indiana Jones and archaeologist Marion Ravenwood reunited - and in a serious war troubles. They fight their way to the Temple of the Sun. — Publisher’s Weekly

REACH FOR INFINITY

STRAHAN, Jonathan (Editor)

Science fiction PBK $18.95

THE BEST SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY OF THE YEAR 8

STRAHAN, Jonathan (Editor)

Fantasy anthology $6.95

ENCELADUS CRISIS

MARTINEZ, Michael

"This futurist novel tells of Shalana San. Flora has been given the assignment of her dreams: the first mission to Saturn’s rings. But that’s their chance and exploitation and she always abides the same thing by a monster of a type of unusual and dead or evil creature. Of course one can never tell when Flora’s life may come to an end. — Publisher’s Weekly

THE LADYBIRD WAY

McKinley introduces a modern civilization much like our own, with a complex political and social structure. The novel’s protagonist, Syl, is destined from birth to become a magic. Syl’s love for others is a curse that dulls their minds. Both the townspeople and the sorcerers are in constant fear and suffering. — Publisher’s Weekly

SECRET OF STARS

NORTON, Andre

An amnesiac. The secret of the Last Race: Jupiter was running for his life and she didn’t know why. After aging up replacing the翘翘板 of humanism in New York, Jupiter was adopted at dodging the law, but he knows no special reason why the police forces of the civilized world should suddenly concentrate on him. All he knows is that he has to run - out of the solar system and across the galaxy to the mysterious Wolf worlds. Star Hunter: On safari in an expected unusual world, Raxluna must keep two kinds of beauty - the uranian natives and beasts and the equally menacing loving ones. The survival of a mysterious species is now in the balance. — Publisher’s Weekly